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Cup Sleeve
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Brought to you by 100 Billion Stars
Appreciating the Endless Possibilities of the Creative
Spice up your routine with a fancy cup sleeve. Show off a little with one, or two or three, made in
your favorite designer's fabrics. These cup sleeves are adjustable and will fit a grande or venti with
no problems at all. And besides looking fabulous, they absorb condensation from your iced drink.

Materials:
Coordinating Fabrics – two pieces measuring 5½” x 11” each
Fleece (or Insul-Bright and batting) 5 ½” x 11”
Six 15/32” grommets
Ribbon (approximately one yard)

Notes:
Cutting Note:
When cutting fabric be sure to reverse the second piece as pattern is not symmetrical. If stacking
fabric to cut, one fabric should be right side up and the other wrong side up.
To use Insul-Bright, place Insul-Bright layer against the interior side of the sleeve. This will keep both
the heat and the cold where it belongs.

Printing Note:
**Select “None” for page scaling in the print dialog box before printing to ensure pattern prints in full
size.**
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Coffee Sleeve - Instructions
Layer pieces in the following order: interior
fabric (right side up), exterior fabric (wrong
side up), craft fleece or Insul-bright and
batting. Pin all layers.
Sew a quarter inch seam around pieces
leaving a gap of approximately three
inches for turning.
Trim seams. Clip curves and corners.
Turn inside out and press.
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Gap for turning

Topstitch around all edges.
Edgestitch a quarter inch from
topstitching.

Following manufacturer's instructions,
attach grommets at marks. Lace ribbon
through grommets and tie.
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Enjoy!
Note: To finish sleeve without grommets, use a large eyed tapestry needle and thread with narrow
grosgrain ribbon. Lace ends of sleeve together. This method should be considered permanent.
After lacing and tying bow, use matching thread to secure. To ensure a proper fit, wait until you
have tried the sleeve on the size cup you intend to use.
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Coffee Sleeve
Cut 2 fabric
Cut 1 fleece

